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Find Locations More Information Members of the military,
law enforcement, and first responders who are associated
with or who have families working or residing in the
community can use the following online services to locate
nearby web sites: Banker Directory - Tells you the
products and services available at the bank, its hours of
operation, the contact person and address of the bank,
plus links to other useful resources. Access the Directory
from your computer at online.bac.com. Bankrate.com -
Provides information about financial products and services
in an easy-to-navigate format. Includes content from the
American Bankers Association, American Bankers Trust,
Bankrate.com, Bankrate.com, Inc., and American Banker.
Find a Phone Number - Helps you find phone numbers for
businesses and other organizations in your community.
Includes links to the US Library of Congress, telephone
directory websites, and telephone directory databases.
Access the Directory from your computer at
online.bac.com. USPS - Locates your nearest post office,
carrier, and the address of the carrier's main office. Also
provides address search tools to help you search for
businesses and individuals in your neighborhood. Access
the Directory from your computer at online.bac.com.



Bankers Association of the Carolinas - Provides the details
about the financial products and services available at a
bank, including branch offices, hours of operation, and
more. Includes searchable access to the Directory. Access
the Directory from your computer at online.bac.com.
Nextel offers a free mobile phone that allows you to place
and receive calls from virtually any phone. National
Directory Assistance - Locate over 3 million telephone
numbers and addresses in all 50 states plus Canada and
Puerto Rico. Call 1-800-555-1212. Access the Directory
from your computer at online.bac.com.This invention
relates to the field of materials handling and, more
particularly, to a method and apparatus for transferring or
conveying rolls of photographic material between a first
machine and a second machine. In the process of making
photographs, an original negative is exposed on
photographic paper or similar material f988f36e3a
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